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The Nature of the B-text of Doctor Faustus: 
Consideration Through the Comparative Study 
on the Revisions and the Additions to the A-text
UMEMIYA Yu
FAUSTUS?? Was this the face that launched a thousand ships, 
And burnt the topless towers of Ilium?  (?.?.??-?)? 
In ????, Shakespeare in Love, which features the process of Romeo and 
Juliet being created through the romantic occurrences in William Shakespeare?s 
life, charmed the world. This attractive fiction film was so successful that it was 
nominated in thirteen divisions of the ??st Academy Awards, and received seven 
Oscars. In the movie, there is one crucial moment, where Shakespeare sees Viola 
disguised as a talented male actor named Thomas Kent. It is the scene of the 
audition, and many local amateur actors come along with the speech prepared, 
but Viola is the only one who cites from Shakespeare?s previous work, The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona. Other actors try out with the lines quoted above and they are 
from Doctor Faustus, written by one of Shakespeare?s contemporaries: Christopher 
Marlowe. Although Shakespeare in Love, is a mixture of facts and fictions, it is 
believed that Marlowe became popular in the field of theatre much earlier than 
Shakespeare. Therefore, frequent recital most likely happened in the real world 
as well. In this paper, I am going to consider the nature of this influential Doctor 
Faustus by comparing the two substantive texts published in the early ??th century. 
Christopher Marlowe was born in a relatively poor family in Canterbury, 
two months before Shakespeare in ????. With a scholarship, he finished his 
education at Corpus Cristi College, Cambridge?. During his school year of ????-
?, Marlowe is thought to have left the college and visited France and Netherland?. 
The possibility of his voyage to Europe is discovered from the account book 
preserved at Corpus Cristi College, which shows no entry for Marlowe?s expense 
for thirty-two weeks. Together with the references to the European countries in his 
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plays, the dramatist is believed to have spent some time outside of England. From 
a special letter sent from the Privy Council to ask for the grant of Marlowe?s MA 
degree, scholars presume that he was also involved in a mission for the Elizabethan 
government?. At the same time, he was not always freed from various troubles. A 
sheet of paper with the heretic nature was found in the house of Thomas Kyd, a 
contemporary playwright who once shared a lodging with Marlowe. As a result 
of search, the Council concluded that the owner of the paper in question was 
Marlowe, and a warrant was issued for Marlowe?s arrest on May ??th ????, and the 
charge was pressed to his allegations of blasphemy. He was brought to the court to 
attend the questioning of the Privy Council on the ??th of the same month, but ten 
days later, after being released, he was conspicuously stabbed to death at Deptford 
by the hand of Ingram Frizer?. The sudden and mysterious death of Marlowe 
prevented any further personal information to leak out, especially the ones related 
to his religious beliefs. However, the stress should be placed on the plays that 
remained rather than the ambiguous life of the author. 
The oldest remaining records of the performance of Doctor Faustus are in 
the diary of Philip Henslowe, the owner of the Rose Theatre in London. There 
are twenty-four entries of the performances starting from September ??th ???? to 
January ?th ????. This frequency of the production is supposed to be the evidence 
for the popularity of the play from its appearance?. Judging from the high box office 
takings for the first year, up to the sum of three pounds twelve shillings, Roma 
Gill concludes that the play did not reach the public stage while Marlowe was still 
alive?. Without the discovery of new facts, it is impossible to determine whether the 
author saw his creation on stage, but the heretic content of the play might be the 
reflection of Marlowe?s own character introduced earlier. 
The play ?perform[s] / The form of Faustus? fortunes, good or bad? (Prologue. 
?-?). He was born ?In Germany, within the town called Rhode. / Of riper years 
to Wittenberg he went, [?] So soon he profits in divinity, [?] shortly he was 
graced with doctor?s name? (Prologue. ??-??), but in the end, he falls ?to a devilish 
exercise? and ?surfeits upon cursed necromancy? (Prologue. ??-??). His endless 
curiosity urges him to make a pact even with the devils, and in exchange of all the 
knowledge and magical power he acquires, he gives away his vital object: his soul. 
FAUSTUS?? I, John Faustus of Wittenberg, Doctor, by these presents, do 
give both body and soul to Lucifer, Prince of the East, and 
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his minister Mephistopheles; and furthermore grant unto 
them that four-and-twenty years being expired, the articles 
above written inviolate, full power to fetch or carry the said 
John Faustus, body and soul, flesh, blood, or goods, into their 
habitation wheresoever. (?.?.???-???) 
The protagonist repents his pact with Lucifer towards the end, but not being 
able to flee from the hands of the devils, dies with his ?body and soul, flesh, blood, 
or goods? fetched by the enemies of the Christianity. The ending of the play may 
indicate the tragic death of Faustus. However, the story also entails the relationship 
between a man and a devil, especially the one with Faustus and Mephistopheles. 
At some points, their interaction may resemble that of a pair of human beings. In 
short, the play clearly shows the damnation of Faustus who practiced apostasy, and 
it is a fair context considering England to be a Christian country. At the same time, 
since it is showing a playful relationship between a human and a devil, one question 
may emerge. Could the play reach the public stage with such a heretic content and 
not being severely censored? 
Year Occurrence 
????. ?. ?? A warranty for Marlowe’s arrest. 
????. ?. ?? Stabbed to death at Deptford. 
????. ?. ?? First record for the performance of Doctor Faustus in Henslowe’s Diary. 
????. ?. ? Last record for the performance of Doctor Faustus in Henslowe’s Diary. 
????. ?. ? Entrance of Doctor Faustus in the Stationers’ Register. 
????. ??. ?? Henslowe’s payment to William Birde and Smauel Rowley for the addition. 
???? Publication of the oldest existing copy of Doctor Faustus (A?). 
????-???? Two more reprints of the A-text (????, ????). 
???? Publication of a diﬀerent version of Doctor Faustus (B?). 
????-???? Five more reprints of the B-text (????, ????, ????, ????, ????). 
[Table ?: A Chronology Surrounding Doctor Faustus] 
As shown in Table ?, ?The booke called the palie of Doctor Faustus? was 
entered in the Stationers? Register by Thomas Bushell on the ?th of January 
?????, eight years after the author?s death, seven years after its first appearance in 
Henslowe?s diary, and four years after the last record of the performance. A year 
later, on ??nd of November ????, Philip Henslowe paid a sum of four pounds to 
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William Birde and Samuel Rowley for the addition of the play?. Finally, in ????, 
Doctor Faustus was published by Valentine Simmes for Thomas Bushell who entered 
the play to the Stationers? Register in ??????. This, so called, the A-text had been 
reprinted twice in ???? and ????. Since the oldest published copy appeared three 
years after its entry to the Stationers? Register, and two years from Henslowe?s 
payment, whether this ???? copy reflects the text from the actual practice on stage 
is uncertain. Several scholars, such as Leo Kirshbaum??, W. W. Greg?? and Fredson 
Bowers??, claim that the A-text was composed through the process of the memorial 
reconstruction of the performance. More recent scholar, Eric Rasmussen, argues 
that the A-text is the closest one to the original writing by Marlowe rather than 
the one from the stage??. 
The debate on the subject has not yet been concluded, but to make the 
situation more difficult to comprehend, another copy holding the title of Doctor 
Faustus was published in ????. This version was reprinted at least five times, 
and after the copy of ???? onwards, the declaration on the title page, ?with new 
additions?, was inserted??. The content of these publications is called the B-text, 
and the scholars venture to pin down the relationship of the two variations. Greg 
suggests that the B-text should be the closest style to Marlowe?s original??, whereas 
Bowers claims the B-text may be the one affected by the additional writing dating 
from around ??????. 
The aim of this paper is not to reveal which copy is closer to the original play, 
but to find out the nature of the B-text, appeared a decade after the publication of 
Modern-A?? Prologue ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Chorus ?
????-A?? Prologue ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Chorus ? ?.?
Chorus 
? ?.?
Modern-B Prologue ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Chorus ?
????-B?? Prologue ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Chorus ?-? ?.? ?.?
Chorus 
?-?
?.? ?.? Chorus ? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Epilogue
?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Epilogue
?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Epilogue
?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? ?.? Epilogue
[Table ?: A list of scene comparison between the A-text, the B-text and the modern editions] 
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the oldest A-text. As an inevitable feature of the early texts, there are fair portion of 
miss spellings or dislocation of the scene. As it is shown in Table ?, the ordering of 
the scenes in the A-text is distinctively different from the modern versions. 
The problem of the A-text scene sequence has been pointed out by many 
modern editors, and as a consequence, they make an editorial decision of 
rearranging the scenes. In the A-text, the comical interaction between Robin and 
Rafe dose not occur after Act ?, Scene ?. Instead, Faustus remains on stage??, and 
the play reaches the Chorus for Act ???. Since the Chorus functions to introduce 
the scene that follows, the succession from Act ?, Scene ?, to the Chorus ?, and 
then Act ?, Scene ? is acceptable. However, the next scene is the one with the two 
comical characters which can be distinguished as the conflation of the modern Act 
?, Scene ? and Act ?, Scene ???. In addition, Chorus ? should be connected to the 
beginning of Act ?, and accordingly the recent editions alters the placement from 
the original??. 
The B-text, on the other hand, has less of a disorder compared to the A-text, 
but it cannot be freed from adjustment. As Table ? shows, the comical Act ?, Scene 
? is placed before the second Chorus rather than the first??. The Chorus ? in both 
A and B-text are delivered by Wagner, and he describes the quest of Faustus after 
his acquisition of the devilish power, then, refers to the visitation to the Pope in 
Rome??. Faustus clearly mentions ?Hast thou, as erst I did command / Conducted 
me within the walls of Rome?? (?.?.??-??), which suggests the proceeding scene is 
in Rome and the Chorus functions as a proper introduction. However, the B-text 
does not place the Chorus right before the Act ?, and therefore the linear shift of 
scenes is not achieved. Additionally, as it is written as Chorus ?-? in Table ?, the 
text of the next Chorus has a peculiar feature. The previous Chorus ? passages 
consist of eleven lines and they are preserved in the Chorus ?-? with a little 
alteration. The first line changes ?to know the secrets??? to ?to find the secret???, and 
the fourth, from ?Being seated??? to ?Where sitting???. The beginning of the last line 
in the B-text is changed to ?The which this day??? from ?That to this day???. These 
changes may not affect the context as a whole, but the B-text has thirteen more 
lines that explain the adventure of Faustus in further detail. Since the scene that 
follows is the one in Rome, the modern edition deletes the first Chorus, and cites 
this longer version in connection to Act ?. 
As I have briefly demonstrated, the matter of agreement and disagreement 
between the A-text and the B-text is so complicated that it requires a careful 
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consideration when comparing the two. The misplacement of the Chorus and 
the scenes may imply that either or both the A-text and the B-text were printed 
from the collection of parts rather than an entire play script. The parts are the 
papers given to the actors with the lines for their roles and corresponding cues, 
and therefore, to rearrange to the right order should be problematic. Also, there 
is a possibility that it is printed from the note takings of the actual performance, 
because, as Tiffany Stern claims, actors who are cue-reliant were prone to skipping 
or swapping scenes??. This recognition may be related to the idea to think that the 
texts were created from the memorial reconstruction. 
Greg prepared a parallel edition, showing the A-text on the left, and the B-text 
on the right. He also transposed the scenes and lines that cohere with one another. 
The following is the result of a close reading of Greg?s parallel edition, and the 
difference between the two should become more apparent for the later examination. 
The A-text contains ?,??? lines and the B-text, ?,??? lines. Variants in 
punctuations and vocabularies including capitalizations, italicization and spellings 
A Prologue ?-?? A ? ???-??? A ? ???-???
B Prologue ?-?? B II - i ???-??? B III - i ???-????
A ? ??-??? A [Chorus ?] [???-???] A Chorus ? ???-???
B I - i ??-??? B Chorus ? ???-??? B ? ?
A ? ???-??? A (?) ???-??? A ? ???-???
B I - ii ???-??? B II - ii ???-??? B (II – iii) [???-???]
A ? ???-??? A (?) [???-???] A ? ???-????
B I - iii ???-??? B II - iii ???-??? B III - iii ????-????
A ? ???-??? A [Chorus ?] [???-???] A ? ?
B I - iv ???-??? B Chorus ? ???-??? B IV - i ????-????
A ?? ????-???? A (??) ????-????
B IV – ii ????-???? B IV - vii ????-????
A ? ? A ?? ????-????
B IV - iii ????-???? B V - i ????-????
A ? ? A ?? ????-????
B IV - iv ????-???? B V - ii ????-????
A (??) ????-???? A ? ?
B IV - v ????-???? B V - iii ????-????
A ? ? A Epilogue ????-????
B IV - vi ????-???? B Epilogue ????-????
[Table ?; A list of scene comparison from Greg ed.??] 
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can be seen in over ?,??? occasions. As Rasmussen suggests after his research on 
the copies, these alterations occurred very likely during the printing process or the 
result of the compositors? tastes??. Similar to the matter of misplacements, these 
sorts of disagreements might not dramatically affect the play as a whole when 
emended to the correct form. Thus, accepting his claim, this paper focuses on the 
lines added or deleted from the A-text, as well as the words and phrases that cannot 
be explained simply as minor differences. 
As it is clear from Table ?, Greg compares the two in detail and rearranges 
the corresponding scenes even the original texts place them elsewhere. For that 
reason, there are some repetitions in the edition. To summarize the comparison, 
Greg divides the A-text into fourteen scenes with two Choruses, a Prologue and 
an Epilogue. On the other hand, he counts the B-text up to Act ?, Scene ?, that 
contains nineteen scenes with two Choruses, a Prologue and an Epilogue. As this 
paper have discussed earlier, the B-text shows its unsatisfactory state in terms of the 
Choruses. Although Greg writes ?Chor ????, the lines would inevitably be similar 
to Chorus ?, and the B-text is still lacking a proper second Chorus in the A-text. 
Nevertheless, the seventeen lines of Chorus ? in the A-text is not placed before the 
Act ???, when achieving the true effect as the introduction for the Act ?, it needs to 
be transposed. 
Focusing on the addition in the B-text, Greg?s edition shows that five scenes 
were added to the B-text, and they are Act ?, Scene ?; Act ?, Scene ?; Act ?, Scene 
?; Act ?, Scene ?; and Act ?, Scene ?. Rasmussen points out that there are seven 
passages added to the A-text, but even for the five complete scenes clearly indicated 
by Greg are effectively summarized. Act ?, Scene ? is the scene with Marino, 
Frederick and Benvolio, and it functions as to introduce three new characters to 
the audience. Act ?, Scene ? and Scene ? are again the one with Benvolio, Martino 
and Frederick and they depict ?Benvolio?s revenge and Faustus?s retaliation???. 
Act ?, Scene ? is presented by a Clown (Robin), Dick (another Clown), a Horse-
courser and a Carter. As Rasmussen writes as ?The Clowns in the tavern and 
their interruption at Vanholt???, it is obvious that the scenes are accompanied 
with laughter. Act ?, Scene ? is enacted by three scholars where they discover 
the remains of Faustus?s damnation, in other words, mingled body??. The brief 
summary of the each scene may explain that apart from the last addition in Act 
?, Scene ?, four other scenes somehow function to furthermore stress the comical 
phase of the play. 
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The story of Faustus progresses with the involvement of Mephistopheles. 
However, similar to the plays from the same period, Doctor Faustus also contains 
subplots, and Robin is mainly responsible for providing the comic relief in the 
section. Therefore, it is obvious how Act ?, Scene ?, where most of the comical 
characters exchange their unfortunate incidents, affects the tension of the B-text 
version of the play. Before moving on, we should not overlook the effect of the 
character of Benvolio in the B-text, nameless Knight in the A-text. His first 
appearance in the B-text is in Act ?, Scene ?, which is original in the B-text, and 
here he shows his unwillingness to become one of the spectators of Faustus?s 
conjuring in front of the Emperor. By firmly placing the character as a person who 
opposes Faustus?s magic, the scene where Benvolio appears with a pair of horns on 
his head, given by Faustus as a sign of punishment, should become more laughable. 
The reaction to his transformation from the Emperor seems to have been written 
in more detail to induce a laughter: ?I had thought thou hadst been a bachelor, 
but now I see thou hast a wife, that not only gives you horns but makes thee wear 
them? (?.?.??-??). A husband with horns implies that he has been cuckolded 
by someone else. Since the Knight is a bachelor, the lines sound ironical. On the 
contrary, the B-text does not contain the same line but gives the Emperor more 
opportunities to talk with the Knight and says ?I blame thee not to sleep much, 
having such a head on thine own? (?.?.???-???). Here, Benvolio is not addressed 
as a bachelor, but indifferent to the outer world for his desire of sleeping may result 
in becoming a cuckold husband. In order to make this vague analogy work, the play 
should distinctively show the confrontation of the two for a longer period of time. 
Interestingly, the expansion of Benvolio?s role allows the insertion of Act ?, Scene ?, 
which may relate to the next characteristic of the B-text, that is to stress Faustus?s 
nonhuman quality. 
Act ?, Scene ? is a scene where Benvolio waits for Faustus with Martino, 
Frederick and Soldiers to take revenge against his public humiliation that has been 
discussed in the previous section. This original scene in the B-text can be seen as 
a continuation of the comical jesting presented on stage. Alongside this effect of 
laughter, two lines, first given by Martino, ?his head is off? (?.?.????)??, and later 
by Benvolio, ?the Devil is alive again? (?.?.????) hint the additional feature of the 
B-text. According to these lines, it is confirmed that Faustus?s head has been cut 
off, and then he has been resurrected. Although it is only a stage illusion, as Faustus 
claims himself, Faustus is no longer portrayed as a human who inevitably dies after 
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a fatal strike of a sword. 
FAUSTUS??? had you cut my body with your swords, 
Or hewed this flesh and bones as small as sand, 
Yet in a minute had my spirit returned 
And I had breathed a man made free from harm. 
 (?.?.????-????) 
Act ?, Scene ? proceeds with the confusion of the comical characters which is 
clearly stated in the stage direction for their entrance. 
Enter at several doors, Benvolio, Frederick, and Martino 
Their heads and faces bloody, and besmear?d with 
Mud and dirt; all having horns on 
Their heads.  (?.?.????-????) 
The involvement of the horns has become customary for the audiences who 
have witnessed Benvolio in Act ?, Scene ?. Due to this relevance to the previous 
comical representation, it also suggests the comedic interpretation. At the same 
time, the raged external appearance of the three could imply the inhuman power of 
Faustus alongside its comical imagery. 
A similar sight of Faustus being mutilated is also inserted later in Act ?, 
Scene ?, where Horse-courser pulls off Faustus?s leg believing that he has been 
deceived. Here, once again, it is stressed that Faustus has no physical damage with 
the injury, but instead, he exclaims ?Ha, ha, ha! Faustus hath his leg again, and the 
Horse-courser a bundle of hay for his forty dollars? (?.?.????-????). These two 
scenes, where Faustus mocks the characters by his unbelievable conjuring, have 
the function of enhancing the laughter of the audience, and at the same time, they 
will present his devilish power, not just verbally, but make it perceivable on stage. 
Therefore, the protagonist will gradually, but surely detaching himself from being 
human. Since the B-text contains two more scenes of this nature in Act ?, Scene ? 
and ?, the effect should be strengthened compared to the A-text. 
How this feature of the B-text should affect the character as a whole? From 
the A-text, we receive the impression of Faustus venturing his way to the quest for 
knowledge with his companion Mephistopheles, whereas in the B-text, Faustus 
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seems to be leading his life through the agent of Lucifer. One example of this is in 
the scene where Faustus makes a pact with the devil for his magical power in Act 
?, Scene ? in the B-text and, Scene ? in the A-text. Here, Faustus confirms his 
willingness to seal the contract by claiming, ?I?ll give it him? (?.?.???). The word 
?him? obviously suggests Lucifer and the demonstrative pronoun ?it? is Faustus?s 
soul. In the A-text, Faustus says ?I give it thee? (?.???). This personal pronoun 
?thee? can be Mephistopheles so as to imply that Faustus is offering the sacrifice 
to Mephistopheles rather than his master Lucifer. 
Rasmussen also notices this difference in terms of the relationship between 
Faustus and Mephistopheles. He concludes, ?the close bond that exists between 
Mephistopheles and Faustus in the A-text is systematically broken in the B-text???. 
He introduces two parts from the B-text both of which cannot be found in 
the A-text. One is in Act ?, Scene ?, when Faustus repents for his decision, 
Mephistopheles claims, ??Twas thine own seeking? (?.?.???). Mephistopheles 
shows his indifference in taking responsibility of his possible plotting thus, but the 
line is not in the A-text. As for the other example, Rasmussen suggests the lines 
delivered later on in Act ?, Scene ?. Here, in response to Faustus?s dispute ?O thou 
bewitching fiend, ?twas thy temptation, / Hath robbed me of eternal happiness? 
(?.?.????-????), Mephistopheles mockingly replies as follows. 
Mephistopheles??I do confess it Faustus, and rejoice; 
?Twas I, that when thou were in the way to heaven, 
Damned up thy passage, when thou tookst the book, 
To view the scriptures, then I turned the leaves 
And lead thy eyes. 
What weepst thou? ?Tis too late, despair, farewell, 
Fools that will laugh on earth, most weep on hell. 
 (?.?.????-????) 
By observing the combination of ??Twas thine own seeking? and ??Twas 
I?, Rasmussen concludes that ?the B-text Mephistopheles lies to Faustus? and it 
should further distances the two, and as a result, the B-text Mephistopheles appears 
clearly ?less of a friend and more of a devil???. It is true that Mephistopheles in 
the B-text seems more detached from Faustus. At the very beginning of Act ?, 
Scene ?, Mephistopheles invites Lucifer and Belzebub into Faustus?s study, so 
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that they can snatch away the soul from the body of Faustus. This part, original in 
the B-text, surely indicates that Mephistopheles is a servant to Lucifer and only 
obeying Faustus to fulfill the contract. Although it might seem small, this sort of 
implication has already appeared earlier on in the play. In Scene ? in the A-text, 
and in Act ?, Scene ? in the B-text, when Faustus has made a pact with the devil, 
Mephistopheles claims in the A-text, ?That I shall wait on Faustus whilst I live? 
(?.???). On the other hand, Mephistopheles in the B-text tells Faustus ?That I 
shall wait on Faustus whilst he lives? (?.?.???). These lines are the response to the 
question from Faustus asking how Lucifer reacted to the proposal of making his 
servant a servant to a human being. Changing the personal pronoun from ?I? to 
?he? shows Mephistopheles?s dedication to Faustus, because when it is announced 
?I?, Mephistopheles implies that he will serve Faustus until he (Mephistopheles) 
dies, whereas ?he? suggests Mephistopheles will live without any remorse after the 
death of his once mater Faustus. As well as establishing the devilish character of 
Mephistopheles, the B-text seems to have succeeded in reducing his human nature 
by deleting one of his interactions with the other characters. Such interaction is 
omitted from Act ?, Scene ? in the B-text, which used to be included in Scene 
?? of the A-text: the exchange of words with the Horse-courser. While Faustus 
has fallen into sleep, Horse-courser returns wet, claiming that his horse, purchased 
from Faustus, has disintegrated in the water. In the A-text, Mephistopheles deals 
with the Horse-courser as if he is a real human servant to a master. First of all, 
Mephistopheles rejects the Horse-courser by saying ?you cannot speak / with him? 
(??.????-????), and then he tells him to ?come some other time? (??.????). 
Mephistopheles even shows his concern to Faustus: ?I tell thee he has not slept 
this eight nights? (??.????). Focusing on these three parts of interaction of 
Mephistopheles and the Horse-courser, it can be said that Mephistopheles has 
acted here as a normal servant rather than a devil with insincere attachment. 
Thus, the alteration from the A-text to the B-text gives the different 
impression in terms of comical element and the nature of the protagonist and 
his relationship with the devil. All of these alterations can be simply explained 
as the shift of audiences? expectation to the stage drama. Since there is a high 
chance of the B-text being the revised version of the original written by William 
Birde and Smauel Rowley in ????, it should contain some changes demanded 
by the consumer of the time, rather than those of ???? when the author was 
still alive. However, Faustus?s inhuman characterization and detachment from 
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Mephistopheles require more attention. 
With the feature in the B-text, Faustus is depicted as a character who 
gradually shifts from a inquisitive doctor to a pseudo devil. In contrast, with the 
deletion of the close relationship with Mephistopheles, the story of Faustus in the 
B-text has the impression of the inability of the protagonist?s true transformation. 
This paradoxical situation might save Faustus from being persecuted as a heretic 
character. Then the question may be, why the people who were involved in the later 
additions and alterations decided to make such changes? 
The possible answer can be discovered from the statute of ????. The statute 
is called An Act to Restrain Abuses of Players that prohibited the profanity spoken on 
the stage??. The practice of this act may suggest that there were numerous swearing 
on stage, in other words, ?taking the Lord?s name in vain???, and it should be 
exactly the thing which the government wanted to control in order to maintain the 
divinity of Christianity. In Doctor Faustus, several differences between the A-text 
and the B-text can be ascribed to this statute. Gill claims that Doctor Faustus is 
one of the plays heavily affected by it??. Manabu Tsuruta suggests that there are 
fourteen incidents of this nature??, and to be precise, as it is shown in Table ?, on 
some occasions, the word ?God? is changed to ?heavens? or ?power?, church? to 
?law?, heavens? to ?spheres?. In several speeches, the impression of God is deleted 
as follows: ?gods / mercies are infinite? (??.????-????) to ?mercy is infinite? 
(?.?.????), ?see where God stretcheth out his arm? (??.????) to ?see a threatening 
arm? (?.?.????), and ?Oh God, if thou wilt not have mercy on my soul, / Yet for 
Christ sake, whose bold hath ransomed me? (????-????) to ?O, if my sole must 
suffer for my sin? (?.?.????-????). 
A-text B-text
God heavens / power
church law
heavens spheres
gods / mercies are infinite mercy is infinite
see where God stretcheth out his arm see a threatening arm
Oh God, if thou wilt not have mercy on 
my soul, Yet for Christ sake, whose bold 
hath ransomed me
O, if my sole must suﬀer for my sin
[Table ?; A list of alterations of the words related to profanity] 
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David Lake points out that the B-text should be written after entering the 
??th century by discovering several vocabularies original in the B-text, such as ?i?the?, 
which were not in use before that time??. Adding to his perspective, the changes 
probably affected by the statute of ????, will also become an evidence to confirm 
that the B-text was written after ???? or derived from the stage performances 
taken place after this said year. Therefore, it is sensitive to presume, that even 
though the last remaining record of the performance is dated ????, Doctor Faustus 
could have made it to the public stage elsewhere in England for several more years. 
Moreover, since Henslowe had paid a fair amount of money for the addition, he 
might have produced a new version of the play at his theatre, and only allowed 
the older version to be out in print. This old version can be assumed as the A-text, 
possibly Marlowe?s work affected by the stage practice, and the early version of the 
B-text remained in the hand of Henslowe for the future performances. Through 
the process to the revival production of the play, which may have involved the 
demand from the audience, and through a censorship that included the new statute 
of ???? and other Christian issues, the B-text could have reached the state as we 
see today. Rasmussen supports this view by saying ?[i]t is certainly possible that the 
text have been further revised???. 
When we consider that Doctor Faustus was censored during the period from 
???? to ????, the person who was in charge of scrutiny of the play?s fairness was 
first Edmund Tylney and later George Buc. Since Tilney remained as the Master 
of the Revels, the one responsible for the censorship of the plays, until ????, Doctor 
Faustus could have not been censored by Buc, because his successor Henry Herbert 
was the first Master of the Revels who decided to censor the plays that appeared 
before his term of service??. By noticing Tilney?s new office was granted the right of 
the censorship in ????, William Empson claims that through treatment of Doctor 
Faustus should be the exhibition of Tilney?s ego and power??, however, his rather 
subjective argument failed to convince most of the scholars. 
In this paper, the issues surrounding the relationship between the A-text and 
the B-text of Doctor Faustus have been discussed through both external and internal 
examination. However, there is no concrete evidence that would confirm the 
process for the B-text?s creation other than possible involvement of the two paid 
writers: William Birde and Smauel Rowley. The argument we could make is that 
when concentrating on the fact of its appearance of the A-text, and by extracting 
the characteristic differences between the two, we can assume several likely 
???
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interpretations. It is the urge from the consumer of the play, which was consolidated 
in the expansion of the comical scenes. This feature can also be connected to the 
control of the government, possibly related to the statute of ???? and forwarded 
by the Revels? Office. Judging from this circumstance, the modern editors might 
prefer to use the A-text for their editions, considering it as the closer version to 
the original writing by Marlowe??. However, the B-text, with its obvious revisions 
performed around ????, has its own value of being one important material. Since 
the features discussed in this paper are mainly enclosed in the text, the B-text could 
become a valuable source to have a glance on the sensitive relationship between the 
play, the audience and its revisions. 
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